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Do you dream of rewarding travel?

Time for adventure, wellness, connection, self-development, or renewal?

If you want your travels to be exciting, immersive, experiential, authentic trips where you learn and grow as 
well as relax and have fun - then you must have this beautiful book! It's a unique combination of coffee 
table/picture book, travel guide, goal planner and self-development tool.

Your Travel Bucket List is for anyone with wanderlust (whether you are single or have a family) and who has 
big dreams for incredible trips. You can be just beginning to explore the world or planning travel in 
retirement. Maybe you have traveled quite a bit already and are looking for motivation to try something 
different. From now on, you’ll create the greatest adventures of your life, produce more meaningful 
experiences and build extraordinary memories from your travels.

There are many travel journals and books with suggestions of bucket list destinations, but this book is 
different. Estee teaches that by first exploring your interests and what you desire from your trips, you can 
then choose destinations that have the best opportunity to achieve your desires. Places where you can 
have unique opportunities for growth and quality time with loved ones. Adding this type of travel to your life 
fulfills you and reconnects you with yourself and the world around you.

You are encouraged to plan well ahead and spark your creativity with the thoughtful journaling prompts, 
quotes, advisor tips, memory joggers and conversation starters provided. It’s an easy read with inspiring 
true stories of other travelers that have enjoyed their bucket list vacations, as well as stunning visuals to 
give you new and unique trip ideas. As you complete the book, you will uncover what you love to do, create 
a travel style and set the bar high with what you want to accomplish on your trips. The final worksheets 
help you set goals and create a tailored roadmap to achieve your travel dreams.

Estee brings a unique perspective as a self-development expert and as a seasoned travel advisor and 
owner of The Luxurist Travel Agency. She has also traveled the world and curated enthralling trips with her 
own family and many others in just this way. Estee has taught this in countless workshops and to her 
clients and promises you will cultivate each trip to be exceptional, with a solid travel plan to move forward 
on a lifetime of journeys.

And her help doesn’t end with this book. She offers a wealth of information on her website which includes 
a free trip planning app, a companion workbook, a free consultation and videos with travel tips. She can 
work with you individually and can even create a custom travel portfolio using an interactive tool and 
private travel portal that has thousands of travel experiences to get more inspiration for your bucket list. 
This powerful combination of her expertise supported by the latest advancements in technology, is a full 
service she offers to her clients in addition to booking their trips. For more information, go to 
www.luxuristtravel.com or find her book, Your Travel Bucket List on Amazon.
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Estee Gubbay skillfully designed Your Travel Bucket List as a combination 
travel guide, goal-planner, and self-development tool that will spark your 
creativity through journaling prompts, quotes, conversation starters, 
stunning images, and inspiring stories of other travelers. You will explore 
new and unique trip ideas beyond your wildest dreams… and then 
implement those plans to make it all happen. Whether traveling solo, as a 
family, or in a group… you will want to use this guide.

Estee Gubbay is an experienced travel advisor who has traveled the world 
and curated enthralling trips with her family and for many others in just 
this way. With more than twenty years of facilitating workshops on goal 
setting and pursuing a life of balance and fulfillment, she uses her 
expertise to guide you through the step by step process she uses with her 
clients to get more out or your trips.
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LOVE this book so much! My children, husband and I love to travel and we now have a family travel bucket list 
binder! I haven't seen a travel book like it before. It was inspiring, easy to read, and had lots of great ideas and 
tips for any level of traveler. As it lays out a map to plan all your trips, it's a great precursor to typical 
destination guides. Plus, the beautiful pictures make it coffee table worthy! 
-Isela Carpenter

Wow! Estee has penned such an intriguing book, compelling you to think about what travel experiences 
you’ve had, how they have changed you (and maybe even your whole life!), and what you hope to do with your 
remaining time in this life. Exciting travel aspirations are unlocked working through her reflections and 
exercises. I’ve traveled my whole life but never had my goals clarified for me like in this real page-turner!
-Melody Pittman of Wherever I May Roam Blog

Estee opened my eyes on how little time we spend thinking about our vacation goals. Amazing workbook. A 
must-have if you love to travel.
- Karen Cardoso



Just read the beta version of the book and it’s perfect for writing out your dreams. Super insightful! 
-- Chase Boehringer from "The Bucket List Lifestyle"

I got a chance to preview Estee’s book and it’s a wonderful, easy read for your next vacation and beyond. 
Estee has you thinking of all that goes into a good trip then helps you create your thoughts into a travel 
experience you’ll be able to enjoy and treasure for a lifetime. Get her book - your trip will thank you for it!!
- Laura Sidur-Micallef

Estee's prompts on how to build these trips never occurred to me...it was truly a lightbulb moment! I gained 
very valuable insight into a world of travel full of meaning & purpose! WHO doesn't want THAT?!?!? I devoured 
the entire book, with enthusiasm. It was THAT helpful. And the included workbook...GENIUS! I am super 
excited to use this book/workbook to build my Travel Bucket List, and help me find destinations & activities I 
never ever would have thought of with my old style of planning (or, at best, would have taken me TONS of 
research to "stumble" upon and then TONS more research to refine). Once it's published I plan on buying one 
for all of my travel buddies! YOU GET A BOOK! YOU GET A BOOK! AND YOU GET A BOOK! I HIGHLY 
recommend this book to anyone and everyone who has travel dreams.
- Devan Blake

Amazing amount of world travel knowledge! All the good details others don’t know or share! The go-to book 
for planning travel. A terrific gift book to give to others with joy and confidence.
- Christine Sparks

"Your Travel Bucket List" is a must-have book if you want to maximize your future travels and make them 
happen. Estee provides great insight into preparing and planning for vacation traveling.
- Pete Kotzbach

The Travel Wins podcast

Website:  www.Luxuristtravel.com 
Social links: Facebook.com/LuxuristTravelAgency
                       linkedin.com/in/estee-gubbay/ 
Book Link:  https://amzn.to/3l1xYT9 
Phone:  (858) 381-7113
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What is your book about and why do we need it?

What is a travel bucket list?

How does someone take their travel bucket list and make it a solid travel plan?

What is Niche Travel?

How does travel enrich someone's life?

What is your advice on traveling during the pandemic?

How will the travel industry change once the pandemic is over?

Can you tell us about different travel styles?

Does the amount of experience one has as a traveler affect their trip plans?

How do travelers incorporate their interests and hobbies into their trips?

Which activities or experiences will create the best memories?

How does a traveler choose the best destinations?

What are some top bucket list travel experiences?

Where can a traveler get inspiration for trip ideas?

How does one manage a trip with friends and family?

How does one plan a multi-generational trip?

What are some popular trends in the travel industry?

What are the benefits of using a travel advisor?

What is a travel consortium?

How does one get involved in group trips?

What's your best advice for traveling solo?

When planning a trip, what are the must do's, mistakes to avoid and more.

What is your book about and why do we need it?

How do you balance the frequent small trips with the big, one-in-a-lifetime trips you plan for the future?

Who are the clients you love to work with most?

What’s one piece of advice you’d give?

When you have so many trips you need to plan, how do you get organized?
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How to make your travel bucket list.

How to plan travel in retirement.

How to turn your Travel Bucket List into a solid plan.

Tips on planning travel during the pandemic.

How travel has changed since the pandemic.

How travel will change after the pandemic.

Trends in luxury travel.

Trends in niche travel.

Popular trends in the travel industry.

How to enrich your like through travel.

The benefits of using a travel advisor.

New and unique travel accommodations.

How to make the most of your vacation time.

Popular destinations for travel right now.

How to incorporate your interests and hobbies into your trips.

How to choose the best activities and experiences on vacation that will create the best memories.

How to travel safely during the pandemic.

Top bucket list travel experiences.

How to manage a vacation with extended family and friends.

How to give the gift of travel.

The best advice for traveling solo.

The most important components of successful travel.




